
DATES 2021
1st March
19th April

Time: 9.30-4.30

To reserve your space on one of the dates listed, please call 0121 803 5310
Gill's courses are very popular and spaces are limited so don't delay!

Cost: 
£130.00 per person to include lunch 

& refreshments.

Resources will be made available
electronically to all attendees.  

Combining several of our short courses into a
comprehensive package, they offer a more in-depth
look at legislation and law, capacity for consent,
delivery strategies, understanding and managing
risk-taking behaviour, and looking ahead for
effective, sex positive, inclusive policy and support.  

They also cover practical development and delivery
strategies designed to promote confidence in staff
involved in formal and informal sex and relationships
education. Suitable for all levels of experience!

This is a perfect opportunity to prepare for mandatory
RSE with fellow education and support professionals
and policy makers.

ONE DAY 
TRAINING COURSE

These intensive one day courses are aimed 
at professionals in education (including
residential settings), but would suit any
professional caregiver. 

Supporting Relationships 
& Sexual Expression

in a specialist setting
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We are here

These interactive workshops will be delivered

by Gill Leno who is a specialist relationships

and sex educator, trainer, writer and

researcher based at Queen Alexandra College.

Gill has many years’ experience and is a

leader in her field. She works in collaboration

with other schools and colleges (and various

other professionals and support agencies) to

develop and deliver specialist RSE

curriculums and policy. Gill is a TEDxBrum

speaker and a member of the Supported

Loving network. You can also find her on the

Scope "Ask a PSHE Expert” forum.

About the Trainer:

in a specialist setting

“Really informative. Enjoyable
and lots of great information -
thanks!”

“VERY useful course. Trainer
very knowledgeable. Will be
able to cascade information
learned through staff teams.”

“Really useful - lots of ideas to
take back to school. Thanks!”

“This training was excellent
throughout. So important to
put these issues into a sex-
positive context. Thank you
very much indeed.”

“The course was very flexible -
we were able to discuss issues
relevant to our pupils as part of
the course.”

ONE DAY 
TRAINING COURSE

Supporting Relationships
& Sexual Expression 
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